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CAMPAIGN



The Red Bull Music Academy (RBMA) has been 
a vital institution on the global music scene for  
upwards of 20 years. In 2016, RBMA chose to over-
lay its own musical landscape in Montréal.

We created a campaign that is editorial rather than promotional.  
A visual expression that represents the zeitgeist of Montreal and in-
forms its audience of the strong and credible link between music and 
the Red Bull brand, while pushing forth the RBMA mantra: Create, Col-
laborate, Celebrate.

We devised an approach to the design that integrates the distinct du-
ality of Montréal: on the one hand, its cool, Anglo-Saxon, proper, pol-
ished, neat lines; on the other hand, its hot, Latin, multicultural, sen-
sual, blurred contours. In order to unite these two rich universes, the 
tearing and ripping shown on urban posters provide an aesthetic de-
parture. Across the layers, imagery is either concealed or revealed. 
Every image is in effect concealing a notion of adventure, hinting at a 
hidden promise or mystery and evoking the desire of discovery.



































TRANSFORMATION OF PLACE-DES ARTS AND 
SHERBROOKE SUBWAY STATIONS

-  Complete make-over and domination of two subway stations in 
the heart of the Quartier des pectacles, Montreal’s entertainment 
district.

-  Mindful art direction aimed at creating a cohesive look and feel 
for the campaign despite the eclectic mix of musical acts on  
the calendar.

-  One side of the ramp dedicated to the brand identity and promo-
tion of the festival, the other to the differents artists.

-  The integration of a giant multi-screen video aimed at engaging 
commuters and promoting the events calendar.





















PRINTED COLLATERALS

The elaborate RBMA communication strategy geared towards the 
general public had to be accompanied by printed collaterals specifying 
the diverse and varied program. Information detailing the conference’s 
workshops, talks and concert locations was published individually for 
the native French and English speaking audiences.

To further reinforce the wide scope of RBMA events, the studio conceived 
a collection of highly designed booklets that served as a Montreal City 
Guide and another showcasing the art exhibitions at the Phi Centre.

In their own way, these pieces evoke the event’s graphic approach, with 
fascinating organic forms in navy and red variations.

















SIGNAGE

The Phi Centre, central to Montreal’s artistic and creative core, served as 
RBMA conference neural centre. In a near rebranding of the entire ven-
ue, the studio continued to reinforce a main element of its RBMA com-
munication strategy, employing the signature typography as signage 
throughout the Phi complex. Oversized / large-scale numbers marked 
floor levels and floor plans designated the location of workshops and 
related RBMA events. To add to the festive ambience several custom 
posters were propped up around the venue.
















